
2024 Scholarship Application

Name:

Email:



Please add me to the following mailing lists:

Applicant Mailing Address:

Educational Institution Name:

Are you student at a US or non-US school?



Short Background Essay

Major(s) or Field(s) of Study:

Expected Graduation Date:

If selected, would you like to be named on our website?

How did you hear about us?



Short Answers (<240 Characters Each)

In 3 paragraphs or less, describe how your field of study connects with

cryptocurrencies and/or other privacy technologies, and explain how you intend

to contribute to the cryptocurrency ecosystem with your education.

What cryptocurrency or blockchain network interests you the most?

Do you have a crypto wallet installed on your phone? Laptop?



Have you been to an in-person cryptocurrency meetup or student meeting?

Is money something that needs to be “backed” by something else?

Do all cryptocurrencies use a blockchain?

When is the last time you used cryptocurrency?



Have you ever mined, staked, or run a node for a cryptocurrency?

Is proof-of-stake a legitimate consensus mechanism?

How did you first learn about cryptocurrency?

If you had $100 to invest in cryptocurrency and tokens, how would you allocate 

your capital?



Medium-Length Answer (<600 Characters)

What are your hobbies and interests? Have you participated in any events 

related to them?

Have you ever played any games that use cryptocurrency or tokens? 



Additional Documentation

Please pick one of the available short essay prompts:

Please provide your response to your selected prompt here.

Unofficial transcript from the latest educational institution attended

What is your declared major?



What is your unweighted GPA on a 4.0 scale?

Proof of registration/enrollment at an eligible institution

Resume (optional but recommended; please redact name/address)

Any supplemental information



Letters of Recommendation

I understand that the best applicants will aim to get 1-3 letters of

recommendation, but they are optional.




